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Abstract
Every day, a large volume of data is generated by multiple sources, social networks, mobile devices, etc. This variety of data
sources produce an heterogeneous data, which are engendered in high frequency. One of the techniques allowing to a better use
and exploit this kind of complex data is clustering. Finding a compromise between performance and speed response time present a
major challenge to classify this monstrous data. For this purpose, we propose an eﬃcient algorithm which is an improved version
of DENCLUE, called DENCLUE-IM. The idea behind is to speed calculation by avoiding the crucial step in DENCLUE which is
the Hill Climbing step. Experimental results using large datasets proves the eﬃciency of our proposed algorithm.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction
The technological revolution has generated tens of terabytes of heterogeneous data every day. According to an
investigation made by the institute IDC1, 1.8 zettabyte data was created in 2011, 2.8 zettabytes in 2012 and it will
increase to 40 zettabytes in 2020. This large quantity of complex data, which can be part of Big data, needs a more
developed technology to better store, use and analyse.
There is several propositions to deﬁne Big Data2. The most widely used deﬁnition is that proposed by Gartner3, it
is based on the notion of the 3 Vs: Volume, Velocity and Variety.
• Volume: The volume of data in the world increases exponentially. For instance, according to statistics made in
20124, Twitter generated 7 terabytes of data each day and Facebook 10 terabytes. This massive amount of data
will present major challenges in the future.
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• Velocity: The speed and high frequency of data creation represent a real challenge, especially in real time
applications. We must note that the thousand of terabytes of data are generated every hour5.
• Variety: The huge amounts of data are generated from the social networks, the smart phones, the sensors and
more. As a result, heterogeneous data are produced.
In this context, researchers have gone in the direction to add other Vs for big data deﬁnition. H.U Buhl et al. 6
suggest that the study of the correctness and accuracy of information is necessary and then include the fourth V for
veracity. J. Gantz and D. Reinsel7 take into account another V which is value. The value of the data extracted after
analyse are more important than the data itself. The variability is the sixth V which has been proposed by the NIST8,
it refers to the transformation that aﬀect the meaning of the same information, referenced in other contexts.
As mentioned above, the big data produce a heterogeneous data (Variety) which makes it diﬃcult to exploit. To
overcome these limits, clustering methods can be considered as a promising solution. Generally, The challenge in
large data is to provide a clustering method that produce an acceptable quality of clustering in a reasonable runtime.
For this end, the density-based clustering methods are widely used thanks to their ability to classify the large databases
(Volume), and to their eﬃciency to omit noisy data (Veracity).
In this context, M. Ester et al. 9 proposed a DBSCAN method as a new density-based clustering algorithm for large
spacial databases. Based on this work, a lot of variant of DBSCAN are proposed in literature such as OPTICS10,
ST-DBSCAN11, MR-DBSCAN12, etc. However DBSCAN and its variants operate eﬃciently only on spatial data,
and have their limitations with respect to large dimensional data. To overcome these shortcoming, the DENCLUE
algorithm was proposed by A. Hinneburg and D. A. Keim in13.
Nevertheless, the DENCLUE algorithm suﬀers in term of the execution time. This is due to the hill climbing method
which slows down the convergence to the local maximum. That is why in the present contribution we aim to improve
this algorithm in order to obtain clusters in a reasonable response time.
The paper is organized as follows. We present in the next section, the DENCLUE algorithm. We propose its
improvement in section 3. We expose experimental results in section 4 and conclude in section 5.
2. Data clustering
Clustering called also unsupervised classiﬁcation is a process of categorizing a set of data into homogeneous
groups (clusters). The elements in each cluster should be similar. Thus, the similarity between individuals in the same
cluster (intra-class) must be small and high between the diﬀerent clusters (inter-class). This similarity is considered
as a distance measure. Mathematically, the ultimate goal of data clustering is to partition a set of unlabeled objects
O = {o1, o2, ..., on} into k clusters. Each object is characterized by a feature vector X = {x1, x2, ..., xp}, where p is its
dimension. A large number of clustering methods are developed in literature, which can be grouped14,15 based on
some speciﬁc criteria16. But generally they are divided into ﬁve families17,18 as illustrated in ﬁgure 1.
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Fig. 1: Clustering taxonomy17.
• Partitioning clustering: This type of clustering is the simplest one, its function is to divide data into many
clusters. To reach this objective, initial groups are formed and assembled in order to have the ﬁnal clusters.
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• Hierarchical clustering: This type group objects into a tree of clusters, the algorithms in this type are divided
into two categories, divisive (top to bottom) and agglomerative (bottom to top)19. The ﬁrst type puts all the data
into a single cluster, then divided it hierarchically until forming the ﬁnal clusters. The second type puts each
object of the database in one cluster, and merges them after that recursively until the last clusters are formed.
• Density-based clustering: In this type, the objects are classiﬁed based on their regions of density. The density-
based algorithms have the ability to discover classes of arbitrary shapes and omit noisy objects.
• Grid-based clustering: In this type of clustering, data are divided into grid of objects. This type applied the
algorithm on the grid, rather than applied it directly on the database.
• Model-based clustering: This type is based on the hypothesis that the data is generated by a probability
distributions. These methods aimed to emit a model assumption for each cluster, then ﬁnd the best ﬁt of the
data to the model.
In this work, we give special attention to density based clustering algorithms. This family of methods has proved
its eﬃciency in term of clustering thanks to its possibility to ﬁnd clusters of arbitrary shapes and also to detect noisy
objects. In this context, we focus on DENCLUE algorithm. This method is characterized by its fast response time
compared with other density based algorithms as demonstrated in the literature17,13.
2.1. DENCLUE
DENCLUE13 (DENsity-based CLUstEring) is considered as a special case of the Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE)20,21,22. The KDE is a non-parametric estimation technique, which aimed to ﬁnd dense regions points. The
authors of DENCLUE developed this algorithm to classify large multimedia databases, because this type of database
contains large amounts of noise, and requires clustering high-dimensional feature vectors.
Principally, DENCLUE operates through two stages, the pre-clustering step and the clustering step as illustrated in
ﬁgure 2. The ﬁrst step is for constructing a map (a hyper-rectangle) of the database. This map is used to speed the
calculation of the density function. As for the second step, it allows identifying clusters from highly populated cubes
(the cubes of which the number of points exceeds a threshold ξ determined in parameters), and theirs neighbouring
populated cubes.
DENCLUE is based on the calculation of the inﬂuence of points between them. The total sum of these inﬂuence
functions represent the density function. There exist many inﬂuence functions, based on the distance between two
points x and y; but we will focus in this work on the Gaussian function.
The equation (1), derived from13, shows the inﬂuence function between two points x and y.
fGauss(x, y) = exp
−
d(x, y)2
2σ2 , (1)
where d(x, y) is an euclidean distance between x and y, and σ represents the radius of the neighbourhood containing
x.
Equation (2), extracted from13, represents the density function.
fD(x) =
N∑
i=1
fGauss(x, xi), (2)
where D represents the set of points on the database, and N its cardinal.
To determine the clusters, DENCLUE calculate the density attractor for each point in the database. This attractor
is considered as a local maximum of the density function. This maximum is found by the Hill Climbing algorithm,
which is based on gradient ascent approach22 as shown in equation (3), presented in13.
x = x0, xi+1 = xi + δ
∇ f DGauss(xi)
‖∇ f DGauss(xi)‖
(3)
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The calculation ends when f D(xk) < f D(xk+1) with k ∈ N, then we take x∗ = xk as a density attractor.
The points forming a path with the density attractor, are called attracted points. Clusters are made by taking into
account the density attractors and its attracted points.
The strength of this algorithm resides in the choice of the structure with which the data are presented. A. Hinneburg
and D. A. Keim13 have chosen to work with the concept of hyper-rectangle. A hyper-rectangle is constituted by hyper-
cubes. Each hyper-cube is represented by the dimension of the feature vector points (i.e., the number of criteria) and by
a key. This structure allows to DENCLUE an easy manipulation for the data, by using the cubes keys, and considering
only populated cubes.
Fig. 2: DENCLUE process.
However, the use of Hill Climbing in DENCLUE presents limitations, in terms of the quality of clustering and the
execution time. We highlight that the hill climbing doesn’t converge exactly to the maximum, which just comes close.
To overcome these limits, we have implemented in previous work23 two algorithms : DENCLUE-SA and DENCLUE-
GA. They are based on replacing the hill climbing algorithm by two promising metaheuristics algorithms : simulated
annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm (GA). Despite that the two algorithms have a good clustering performance, they
suﬀer in terms of runtime execution. In order to eﬃciently adapt DENCLUE algorithm in big data framework, we
develop in this work an improved version of DENCLUE algorithm which we will call DENCLUE-IM. It is presented
hereafter.
3. Proposed clustering method : DENCLUE-IM
As mentioned above, DENCLUE-IM is our amelioration of DENCLUE. This improvement consists in modifying
the step based on the Hill Climbing algorithm. This step considered as crucial in DENCLUE algorithm is based on
gradient calculations. These calculations are done for each point in order to ﬁnd its density attractor. Make calcula-
tions for each point is not obvious to achieve results in a reasonable time, especially when it comes to operate on large
databases. Our approach, as presented in algorithm 1, allows to ﬁnd an equivalent item to the density attractor, which
will represent all the points contained in a hyper-cube, instead of the calculations made for each point in the dataset
(see equation 3). This representative of hyper-cube denoted xHcube, will be considered as the point having the highest
density in this hyper-cube as shown in equation 4.
∀x ∈ Cp fD(x) ≤ fD(xHcube), (4)
where Cp is a given populated Hyper-cube in the constructed hyper-rectangle.
Thus each hyper-cube constitute an initial cluster represented by its xHcube. These clusters xHcube will be merged if
and only if there exists a path between their representatives.
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Algorithm 1. DENCLUE-IM algorithm
Input: The dataset, σ, and ξ
Step 1. Take dataset in a map whose each side is of 2σ, consider only populated cubes.
Step 2. Calculate the mean of each populated cubes.
Step 3. Find highly populated cubes.
Step 4. Determine the connection between each highly populated cube, and other cubes (Highly or just populated
cubes) by the distance between their means. If d(mean(c1),mean(c2)) < 4σ, then the two cubes are connected.
Step 5. Only the highly populated cubes and cubes which are connected to a highly populated cube are considered
in determining clusters.
Step 6. Find the representative of the hyper-cube.
Step 7. Connecting the representatives of hyper-cubes having the same path to form a cluster.
Output: Assignment of data values to clusters.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Experimental setting
4.1.1. Experimental data
To evaluate the eﬃciency of DENCLUE-IM to cluster Voluminous data, we have used three datasets, Page Blocks,
Spambase and Cloud services.
Page Blocks: This dataset, extracted from the UCI Machine Learning Repository, presents classiﬁed blocks of the
page layout in a document that has been detected by a segmentation process24.
Spambase: This dataset, also extracted from the UCI Machine Learning Repository illustrate classiﬁed Email as
Spam or Non-Spam25.
Cloud services: This data consists of 50 000 Cloud services, each one composed by 10 attributes26.
The description of the used datasets is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Description of datasets used in the experiments.
Dataset # instances # attributes # classes
Page Blocks 5472 10 5
Spambase 4601 57 2
Cloud Services 50000 10 Unlabelled dataset
4.1.2. Validity metrics
There exist several validity metrics mentioned in the literature27,17, which aim to evaluate the performance of
clustering methods. These measures are including the Dunn Index28, the Davies-Bouldin Index29 and the Cluster
Accuracy Index.
Dunn Index (DI): This index assesses the separation degree between individuals of the same cluster, that is to say the
intra-cluster similarity. A high value indicates a better clustering.
Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI): This index, as DI, evaluates also the separation degree between clusters (inter-cluster
dissimilarity), the smallest value indicates the better clustering.
Cluster Accuracy (CA): CA measures the percentage of correctly classiﬁed objects in a cluster, based on the pre-
deﬁned class labels. This index doesn’t operate on unlabelled database, the high value indicates the best clustering
quality.
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4.2. Clustering performance
In this part we point out the interest of using DENCLUE-IM for big data clustering. For doing so, we compare
the proposed approach against DENCLUE, DENCLUE-SA and DENCLUE-GA. For the ﬁrst dataset, DENCLUE-IM
has the second best DI, the best DBI, and very closed CA compared to the other algorithms results. In the Spambase
dataset, DENCLUE-IM has the best DI behind DENCLUE-GA.
As for the DBI and CA, DENCLUE-IM has pretty good values, which are so closed to the three other algorithms. In
the third dataset, our methods exceeds other algorithms in term of DI, and have the second best DBI comparing to
other algorithms.
All these results conclude that our algorithm has an acceptable clustering performance.
Table 2: The comparison of the four algorithms according to their validity metrics.
Measures Algorithms Page Blocks Spambase Cloud Services
DENCLUE 0.721 0.789 0.898
DI DENCLUE-SA 0.721 0.821 0.898
DENCLUE-GA 0.721 0.835 0.846
DENCLUE-IM 0.693 0.831 0.899
DENCLUE 0.563 0.867 1.254
DBI DENCLUE-SA 0.474 0.764 1.714
DENCLUE-GA 0.639 0.968 2.413
DENCLUE-IM 0.412 1.041 1.262
DENCLUE 0.920 0.805 —
CA DENCLUE-SA 0.920 0.789 —
DENCLUE-GA 0.916 0.718 —
DENCLUE-IM 0.911 0.701 —
4.3. Runtime measurement
We study here the performance of our approach in terms of executions time. All algorithms are implemented in
JAVA environment, on a Core i5 (2.70 GHz) PC with 8 GB of memory. Table 3 records the runtime of each method.
It is observed that DENCLUE-IM is faster than the three other methods for the all used datasets.
For example, in the ﬁrst dataset, DENCLUE-IM runtime is minimized by 12 times compared to the DENCLUE. As for
the DENCLUE-SA and DENCLUE-GA, they require a runtime multiplied approximatively by 19 and 27 respectively,
compared to the DENCLUE-IM.
In the other hand, in the third dataset which is Cloud Services, to classify all services, our approach requires around
28 minutes. Regarding to the three other algorithms, they require approximatively 32 hours which is equivalent to a
runtime multiplied by 68 compared to our approach.
Table 3: Comparison between the algorithms according to their execution time (s).
Algorithms Page block Spambase Cloud Services
DENCLUE 71.028 1285.911 116202.129
DENCLUE-SA 107.852 1347.818 115906.865
DENCLUE-GA 158.055 574.382 113650.162
DENCLUE-IM 5.749 27.54 1675.508
5. Conclusion
In this work, we have addressed the problem of clustering large dimensional datasets. We proposed a new density-
based clustering algorithm, named DENCLUE-IM. It was developed to improve the capacity of the existing DEN-
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CLUE algorithm, to operate on the massive data, which ensure the ﬁrst V characterizing Big Data, Volume. By
applying our approach on diﬀerent large dimensional datasets, DENCLUE-IM has proved its eﬃciency by outper-
forming the run time of DENCLUE, DENCLUE-SA and DENCLUE-GA. Our new method gives also a pretty good
quality of clustering according to the three used clustering validity metrics. We can underline that DENCLUE-IM
guarantee the three Vs of the characteristics of Big Data, namely Volume, Variety and Veracity. Thus we proved that
this approach found a trade-oﬀ between the quality of clustering and the runtime.
In our future work we will seek to develop a new clustering algorithm that satisfy all the criteria of big data, namely
Vs mentioned in the literature.
It would be also interesting to study the parameters tuning of the proposed algorithm, as well to adapt the DENCLUE-
IM to classify: 1) Entities forming the Mobile Ad-hoc Networks30,31 and 2) Aircrafts in the Airports32,33 or in the
sky34.
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